I want to retrieve that moment of understanding, not by describing, but by making. Of course I’ll fail, but in the chemistry of making another moment will appear. These objects are drawn from an internal landscape, of shifting sands. Connections are constantly being discovered.

Steve Dilworth

On the edge of the wild North Atlantic, a tide of ancient stone rises to meet the unearthly blue sky. Tendrils of cloud become synaptic nerves, fused to vertebrae along the undulating spine of a cresting wave. A coiled surge of unbridled energy is held in the mind, just below the swell, an incalculable moment before the wave breaks, turning in on itself, borne aloft on currents of air. Mountains are inverted, plunging into mirrored lochs of unfathomable depth, still pools of evolving life rooted in the collective unconscious. A tracery of light beckons, dancing across the water, disappearing beneath the hills and over the horizon, far out to sea. As in the real-world ecology of the Dreaming, everything is alive and intimately connected. This terrain of metamorphosis and memory lies deep within us all, on an island sculpted by raw elements and Nature’s pure, unforgiving will. The human mark shrinks in relation to 3000-million-year-old Lewisian Gneiss, massive boulders or ‘erratics’ that have come to rest precariously far from their place of origin, carried on the backs of migrating glaciers. This is Steve Dilworth’s home and studio, on a shoreline curve of the world, pounded by waves, storms and the North wind, cold as the icy moon of Jupiter.

Born in 1949 in Kingston Upon Hull, Dilworth has walked a singular, uncompromising path over the last fifty years to become one of the UK’s greatest living artists. Since the 1970’s his unique process and approach to materials have created some of the most exciting, challenging and illuminating Art of the late 20th and early 21st Centuries. In the world of Contemporary Art he’s an incomparable rarity, an artist for whom concept and craft are exceptionally equal. His attitude to making objects
“complete from the inside out” originates in grappling with the nature of material and the human condition. From the lightning strike of the *Hanging Figure* (1978-79), composed from a human skeleton, bovine heart, liver, meat, horse hair and sea grass, Dilworth has produced work of enduring presence, profound insight and astonishing beauty. He’s a radically sensitive, fiercely intelligent and insatiably curious artist, who has always believed that his job is “not to provide the answers but to find the questions.” Dilworth’s work embraces contradiction, humour and the accidental, courageously excluding nothing, even aspects of life we may fear or despise. If acknowledgement of death and mortality are present in his work, then they are simply part of the wheel of waking life, like the positive and negative anodes of a battery, storing regenerative hope for a post-truth world.

Dilworth has always been adamant about making objects, not as Visual Art or Sculpture in the traditional, representational or symbolic sense, but as something living, experienced with all our senses. His work aligns with what defines us as a species; the drive to create and understand as a matter of survival. Like psychic weaponry “cast into an internal landscape”, Dilworth’s throwing objects share a kinship with prehistoric cave paintings or the earliest, hand held objects crafted in clay, with no separation between the physical and metaphysical. The artist describes himself simply as “an imperfect channel.” His pioneering, transformative work using found and once living materials, together with elusive elements like water, air and darkness, explore the boundaries between concept and material.

The “real strength and power of what sculpture is about” in Dilworthian terms lies in “what an object is in its entirety, not what it looks like.” The beauty, dynamism and essential value of a *Calm Water* object resides in the energy, substance and idea invested within. Melding beautifully into the palms of our hands, this isn’t a passive Art object to be admired from afar. It was made to be held in response to human need, to soothe, comfort and reasure, achieved in Dilworth’s unique fusion of materials, craft and intent. The artist’s integrity in “making real things” is realised in the universal, timeless appeal of highly tactile, tacit objects, transcending their own time, place and maker.
Crafting materials according to their natural charge to create “three-dimensional poetry” is an obsessively meticulous and devotional process. Dilworth’s *Water Skull in emerald bronze* is a sublime example of interlocking aquiline forms, like the highly evolved exoskeleton of a creature at one with the fluid, emotionally conductive element of water. The carving within is as immaculate as the outer carapace. “Everything connects.”

Even what cannot be seen from the outside is given loving attention, honouring the whole.

In *Scored Stone*, the fluidity between human marks and natural forces evoke landscapes where ancient cup marks, the placement of burial stones, rock clefts and fissures create imaginative pathways, heightening our perception of the world around and within us. The sonic element in *Walrus Tooth Rattle*, an object bound in ebony and rope cruciform, combined with porous, still breathing whalebone, can only be activated by human hands. The aroma of salt reminds us of our humble, primordial origins and essential vulnerability, shared with all life on earth. From an intimate to a mythic scale, *Giant’s Rattle* faithfully follows the aged wood grain, reverberating in the imagination and physically grounded in the primacy of touch.

Dilworth’s *Three Herons* may look like an artefact brought back from a previously undiscovered tribe, but their real power lies in the authenticity and creative charge of raw material, triggering genetic memory. The birds came from a nearby fish farm where “they had broken their necks trying to take farmed fish out of a cage.” First they were injected with sodium fluoride and formaldehyde to preserve them, then left to dry for six weeks. Twenty-five feathers on each heron’s wing and twelve tail feathers were removed by the artist in numerical sequence. The birds were then encased in fibreglass, a nautical, protective layer befitting their habitat. “Each feather has a fish hook and line bound to it, nearly 200 in total, re-hooked into place.” The composition is such that if unravelled, [the birds] would stretch into a fishing line of sorts.” What we experience viscerally in the repetitive ritual of Craft woven into the object, incorporates substrata of ancestral knowledge. In indigenous cultures, a species is understood as part of a holistic ecosystem, incorporating folklore, mythology, divinity and science. Each heron has its own fishing sequence, a precise, structural rhythm of lines and movement “linked to how feathers are used in fishing.” Like Dilworth’s bronze encased *Eels and Puffin*, where the predator is being devoured by its prey, the *Three Herons* are bound, as we are, to natural cycles of birth, life, death, decay and renewal.
Collective memory, folk history and mythology are part of the unconscious lore of material. There is an old story, retold by the artist, about men who took their wives out to a reef in the Sound of Harris at low tide to harvest winkles. They were to return to pick them up before high tide, but went to Rodel drinking and forgot. They returned to the reef to find the women balanced on sacks of winkles, trying to keep their heads above water. Eternally poised upon a single piece of Harris stone, the Three Herons entwine like fan dancers on elegant tippy toe. Their embrace circles the world in the ancient mythology of the Three Graces, or the Moirai, spinning, measuring and cutting the thread of life. In the artist’s mind, there is also a conceptual “quasi-religious” aspect to the herons, “like angels on pinheads” as a medieval argument, grounded in the contradiction of belief. Belief and perseverance are an integral part of the intensive preparation, construction and transfiguration of raw materials. The beaks of preserved Sparrowhawks protrude from hooded shrouds of precious metal, declouking death and illuminating life. Although we may associate this trinity of forms visually, as figurative remnants of a religious order or in relation to ancient death rites, they defy the representational in being potently alive. They feel newly discovered, as though they have been dug out of the earth with an eroded patina of fineness, glowing in the dim,
stilled light of the awakening mind. Their presence is knowing, swift in its connectivity to human instinct and the mythology of all that remains unseen. These are objects of unparalleled richness, artistry and vision, acknowledging forces greater than ourselves and expanding our perception of the world from the inside out.

Georgina Coburn
www.georginacoburnarts.co.uk
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